
WiscNet Point of View 
 
The Point of View (POV) Statement is a single statement that defines your perspectives 
associated with the design challenge.  The POV is created to frame the design challenge 
moving forward by declaring an actionable direction.  
 
The POV is also used launch and frame the ideation process. 
 
The POV is created after you have conducted your ethnography and engaged your client in the 
first part of the design process - the discovery phase. 
 
POV’s emerge as you consider all of the data you have collected.  What pattern(s), or what 
direction(s), emerge from the data?  What does the data tell you about your client’s real need?  
 
Critical Point:  you cannot develop a POV without conducting ethnography first. 
 
Critical Point:  let the data tell you what the POV is, let it emerge, look for it - generally, if you 
do a comprehensive job at ethnography, the POV becomes fairly obvious. 
 
In the example I created for you regarding the Anytown school district that wanted to become 
more innovative (the challenge given by the school district), conducting ethnography (surveys, 
visitations, observations, design workshops, etc.) with personnel suggested strongly that the 
school district could develop more innovative schools by rethinking the student learning 
experience.  After considering all of the data, the data continued to point at the student 
experience- and the POV becomes:  The Anytown School District wishes to develop more 
innovative schools through the creation of next-generation learning experiences for 
students. 
 
Frame your POV with the following structure:  USER > NEED > INSIGHT 
 
The Anytown School District (USER) wishes to develop more innovative schools (NEED) 
through the creation of next-generation learning experiences for students (INSIGHT). 
 
Now, we’ll use that statement as a launch point for ideation...and start thinking of all the 
potential methodologies for shifting the learning experience:  for example, creating new learning 
spaces, professional development, reframing the daily schedule, etc. 
 
Another example from my practice - my challenge was to support an architecture firm in the 
design of a new high school by doing the front end design work (Discovery) that would lead to 
the development of a point of view and a set of design drivers for the design of the new school. 
To build a new school, the district would have to be successful at passing a bond referendum to 
fund the construction. 
 



After interviews, workshops, observations, and surveys, it became clear that to be successful at 
passing a referendum (and building the school), the school district would have to create a new 
school facility that intimately (on the level of each member of the community!) served to 
re-engage the community.  The community, if they were going to fund the school, wanted the 
school to serve as a comprehensive community resource.  In the end, they wanted a community 
center where students just happened to attend school at. 
 
The School District (USER) must create a new school (NEED) that serves as a community 
resource that fosters unique and extensive connections to the community it serves (INSIGHT). 
That’s the POV.  In this case, the design process is dedicated to creating a school that does 
this.  How the school is designed to do this begins next in ideation. 
 
Developing a point of view that works and that your client agrees upon is one of the most 
significant challenges of the design process.  To be honest, and in my experience, POV 
statements develop in interesting ways in which you might not expect.  In the case of the school 
district, I went into the project to help them design a new high school; in the end, the design 
process first had to focus not on the physical design on the school but on what would get the 
community to say yes at the voting booth.  This focused on creating a physical location that 
could potentially serve each member of the community in a personal way.  When that was 
realized, the physical design then came into play with creating design strategies that could 
support the design of a multifunctional educational facility.  What I am saying here is that this is 
messy, and that you can approach the POV from different angles, and they shift as you learn 
more.  In reality, you generally land in a different place than what you might expect, but that is 
why you do the ethnography of the discovery phase, and that’s why the design process can 
work for your client - and get you both to the true need. 
 
Critical Point:  you must vette your POV with the client - they must agree - or help you refine it. 
After all, it is your interpretation as a designer of their direction - and they should have a voice in 
evaluating and approving the POV. 
 
 
 
 


